Minimalism-References-Sandra Flickstein
Michael Kenna
https://youtu.be/RYBnwqM7TVQ
https://youtu.be/ARdGHLtj_W0
https://youtu.be/vePJ_E2msEc
By Photo Tom about Kenna
https://youtu.be/wuK0yrRulkU
_________________________________________________________________
Judy Hancock Holland
https://youtu.be/HcvM4qTHqA4
https://youtu.be/cD0umiEO-0c
_________________________________________________________________
Other videos/- Negative space, food photography
https://youtu.be/gnDbX02zmfk
https://youtu.be/BUvsndT_IDY
https://contrastly.com/minimalist-photography/
https://expertphotography.com/minimalist-landscape-photography/
https://www.format.com/magazine/resources/photography/minimalist-photography
From FB group minimalism photography
Group goal is to share images that represent the complexity of simplicity.
1.Work with negative space
2. Incorporate spatial isolation
3. Add one color.

4. Seek out strict repetition
5. Square off your lines
6. simple geometric shapes
https://contrastly.com/minimalist-photography/
Minimalist photography draws inspiration from the concept of minimalism in art – a style of art
that was used by many 20th century artists. Artistically speaking, minimalism depends on high
simplicity and involves using a minimal amount of compositional components such as shape,
color, and line.
The goal of minimalist art, or photography, is to convey a concept – or an idea – provoke an
emotional response, or provide a unique visual experience. Compositional elements must be kept
to a minimum, and the ones that are left should be essential for conveying the overall idea, or
symbolism, of the photo.
As with any photographic style, minimalist photography has its own set of challenges – mostly
due to the fact that minimalism is based on simplicity, and it can be a challenge to eliminate all
but the most necessary elements of a composition, and focus only on a limited number of objects
and elements when creating a composition. Minimalism forces you to view the world differently,
and will challenge you to look beyond the obvious for hidden photographic opportunities.
https://expertphotography.com/10-tips-minimalist-photography/
For photo club
“The goal of minimalist art, or photography, is to convey a concept – or an idea – provoke an
emotional response, or provide a unique visual experience. Compositional elements must be kept
to a minimum, and the ones that are left should be essential for conveying the overall idea, or
symbolism, of the photo.”
From
￼
￼
Chris Lord on Instagram= many examples of minimalistic photos- check his staircase series.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUAuxdaFn5L/?utm_medium=share_sheet

